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Abstract Electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves can drive precipitation of tens of keV protons
and relativistic electrons, and are a potential candidate for causing radiation belt flux dropouts. In this
study, we quantitatively analyze three cases of EMIC‐driven precipitation, which occurred near the
dusk sector observed by multiple Low‐Earth‐Orbiting (LEO) Polar Operational Environmental
Satellites/Meteorological Operational satellite programme (POES/MetOp) satellites. During EMIC wave
activity, the proton precipitation occurred from few tens of keV up to hundreds of keV, while the electron
precipitation was mainly at relativistic energies. We compare observations of electron precipitation with
calculations using quasi‐linear theory. For all cases, we consider the effects of other magnetospheric waves
observed simultaneously with EMIC waves, namely, plasmaspheric hiss and magnetosonic waves, and find
that the electron precipitation at MeV energies was predominantly caused by EMIC‐driven pitch angle
scattering. Interestingly, each precipitation event observed by a LEO satellite extended over a limited L
shell region (ΔL ~ 0.3 on average), suggesting that the pitch angle scattering caused by EMIC waves occurs
only when favorable conditions are met, likely in a localized region. Furthermore, we take advantage of the
LEO constellation to explore the occurrence of precipitation at different L shells and magnetic local
time sectors, simultaneously with EMIC wave observations near the equator (detected by Van Allen Probes)
or at the ground (measured by magnetometers). Our analysis shows that although EMIC waves drove
precipitation only in a narrow ΔL, electron precipitation was triggered at various locations as identified by
POES/MetOp over a rather broad region (up to ~4.4 hr MLT and ~1.4 L shells) with similar patterns
between satellites.

1. Introduction

The radiation belt environment is highly variable, controlled by various competingmechanisms of transport,
acceleration, and loss (e.g., Reeves et al., 2003). The high‐energy electron population that resides in the outer
radiation belt undergoes a significant flux variability over timescales of approximately hours, mainly due to
interactions between electrons and magnetospheric plasma waves. While whistler mode chorus waves play
an important role in local acceleration of electrons (e.g., Horne & Thorne, 1998; Summers et al., 2002;
Thorne et al., 2013; W. Li et al., 2014), magnetopause shadowing with subsequent outward radial diffusion
(Hudson et al., 2014; Turner et al., 2012) and wave‐driven precipitation into the upper atmosphere are the
main causes of energetic electron loss (e.g., W. Li et al., 2007; Millan & Thorne, 2007; Thorne, 2010).
Plasmaspheric hiss, whistler mode chorus waves, and electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves all
contribute to the energetic electron flux dropouts in the radiation belts, but their timescales can be very
different (Kersten et al., 2014; Ni et al., 2013; Summers et al., 2007; Usanova et al., 2014). On the contrary,
magnetosonic waves are overall inefficient in electron losses, but have some effects in accelerating electrons
(Horne et al., 2007; Ma et al., 2016). In several instances, radiation belt electron flux dropouts at relativistic
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energies were observed simultaneously with EMIC wave activity (Shprits et al., 2017; Su et al., 2016; Zhang
et al., 2016).

Relativistic electron precipitation (REP) causes chemical changes in the Earth's upper stratosphere and
lower thermosphere by enhancing production of nitrogen oxides (NOx = N, NO, NO2) and hydrogen oxides
(HOx = H, OH, HO2; Mironova et al., 2015; Sinnhuber et al., 2012). These compounds are known to induce
ozone reduction (Meraner & Schmidt, 2018), thus potentially impact atmospheric circulation and eventually
climate. Identifying the drivers of high‐energy electron precipitation is therefore important to shed light not
only on radiation belt loss mechanisms but also on atmospheric dynamics.

In the magnetosphere, EMIC waves have a frequency range of 0.1–5 Hz and typically occur in three distinct
bands separated by the hydrogen (fcH), helium (fcHe), and oxygen (fcO) cyclotron frequencies (Erlandson &
Ukhorskiy, 2001; Fraser et al., 2010). They mainly propagate along magnetic field lines and are detectable
by ground‐based magnetometers as Pc1 and Pc2 waves (Engebretson et al., 2008) over a wider latitudinal
range due to ionospheric ducting (Kim et al., 2010). EMIC waves are generated in the magnetosphere by ani-
sotropic distributions of energetic ions and tend to occur frequently during geomagnetic activity, when ring
current ions are injected from the magnetotail into the inner magnetosphere (Fraser et al., 2010; Jordanova
et al., 2008). H‐band EMICwaves dominate near the dawn sector, whereas He‐band activity occurs more fre-
quently near the dusk sector (Allen et al., 2016; Min et al., 2012). Coordinated measurements from the avail-
able spacecraft and ground observations allowed Engebretson et al. (2015) to identify the significantly wide
spatial extent of the EMIC wave activity on 23 February 2014, which covered over 8 hr in UT and 12 hr in
magnetic local time (MLT). Similarly, using multipoint observations from Van Allen Probes, Blum et al.
(2017) statistically showed that dayside EMIC waves are more spatially extended, while nightside EMIC
waves span a narrower MLT and persist longer.

Since both protons and electrons can interact with EMIC waves via cyclotron resonance, typical signatures
of EMIC‐driven precipitation show simultaneous precipitation of tens of keV protons and relativistic elec-
trons (Carson et al., 2012). Statistical studies reveal that such events occur mainly in the afternoon‐midnight
sector (Shekhar et al., 2018; Yahnin et al., 2017), in agreement with the favorable location of EMIC wave
enhancements in association with ring current injections (Morley et al., 2009; Pickett et al., 2010; Usanova
et al., 2008). A recent study by Hirai et al. (2018) showed direct evidence of correlation between the rising
tone EMIC wave structure and the associated bursts of REP. Pitch angle scattering of ring current protons
(~10 s of keV) driven by EMIC waves has been often associated with proton aurora (Cao et al., 2016;
Miyoshi et al., 2008; Summers et al., 2017; Xiao et al., 2011; Yuan et al., 2010).

While it is known that EMIC waves can drive precipitation of energetic electrons, the minimum energy
(Emin) of electrons that are subject to efficient pitch angle scattering is still under active investigation
(Capannolo et al., 2018; Hendry et al., 2017; Miyoshi et al., 2008). Considering resonant wave/particle inter-
actions and cold plasma theory, Emin could be as low as several hundred keV, depending on various para-
meters, such as wave frequency spectrum, plasma density, and ion composition (Summers & Thorne,
2003; W. Li et al., 2007, Meredith et al., 2014; Ni et al., 2015). However, warm plasma effects can modify
the cold plasma dispersion relation, which ultimately limits the actual value of Emin to >1 MeV (Chen et al.,
2011; Silin et al., 2011). Moreover, theoretical studies by Chen et al. (2016) suggest that EMICwaves can scat-
ter electrons via nonresonant interactions, lowering the Emin to a few hundred keV. Such a result might
explain the lower Emin peaking at ~300 keV reported by Hendry et al. (2017).

The presence of EMIC waves, however, does not necessarily drive electron precipitation under all condi-
tions. For example, statistical studies by Yahnin et al. (2016, 2017) show that only few REP events occur
in association with EMIC wave activity detected on the ground. Similarly, Qin et al. (2018) found that,
among 473 conjunction events in association with EMIC waves, only 127 show REP events, of which 30%
occur when H‐band and He‐band EMIC waves coexist. The EMIC activity on 11 October 2012, studied by
Usanova et al. (2014), did not coincide with REP, most likely because of the absence of electron flux at inter-
mediate to low pitch angles, where EMIC wave scattering is more efficient.

Although previous studies have provided evidence of EMIC‐driven precipitation, its spatiotemporal extent is
not clear and still needs further analysis. A case study by Z. Li et al. (2014) reports a precipitation event in
association with EMIC waves observed at different times by three balloons belonging to the Balloon Array
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for Radiation‐belt Relativistic Electron Losses (BARREL) mission (Millan et al., 2013). For BARREL 1G, the
precipitation lasted ~20 min and occurred at MLT ~ 22 and L ~ 6.5; however, no further investigation was
conducted on the REP events observed by the other two balloons. Blum et al. (2015) also used BARREL to
relate EMIC waves to the observed precipitation over 18–19 January 2013, but the precipitation events were
almost 1 day apart and most likely not related to the same EMIC waves. The REP event around the end of 18
January 2013 was further analyzed by Clilverd et al. (2017): precipitation was observed by BARREL 1C and
BARREL 1D, at different times and locations. They concluded that these observations could be explained as
duskside precipitation patches drifting westward with sizes of 1.5–3.5 hr in MLT.

In this study, we take advantage of the highly inclined Low‐Earth‐Orbiting (LEO) satellite constellation to
study the electron precipitation in the upper atmosphere resulting from interactions with magnetospheric
waves simultaneously observed in the radiation belts. We also analyze the L shell extent and duration of
the observed precipitation in the upper atmosphere. A similar approach was used in the statistical study
by Shekhar et al. (2017); however, we focus our analysis only on precipitation events occurring during
EMIC wave activity observed in the magnetosphere or at ground stations and also consider the precipitation
pattern observed at the full energy range of electrons and protons provided by Polar Operational
Environmental Satellites (POES)/Meteorological Operational satellite programme (MetOp). Finally, using
quasi‐linear theory we quantify the efficiency of observed plasma waves in causing electron precipitation
through pitch angle scattering and compare the results to observations. We show three case studies, all
occurring near the duskside. We describe the data and methodology in section 2. Section 3 presents the case
studies, followed by the comparison between observations and quasi‐linear theory predictions in Section 4.
We summarize and discuss the results in section 5.

2. Satellite Data and Methodology

The twin VanAllen Probes (or Radiation Belt Storm Probes, RBSP) orbit near themagnetic equator with a 9‐hr
period and ~10° inclination and provide in situ equatorial measurements of magnetospheric waves for this
study. RBSP‐A and RBSP‐B have a perigee of ~600 km and an apogee of ~6 RE (Mauk et al., 2013). The
Electric and Magnetic Field Instrument Suite and Integrated Science (EMFISIS) Waves instrument provides
a comprehensive set of magnetospheric wave properties through measuring magnetic and electric fields with
frequencies from ~10 Hz up to 400 kHz (Kletzing et al., 2013). The triaxial fluxgatemagnetometer provides the
magnetic field vector and low‐frequency waves (<32 Hz). Plasma density is inferred from the upper hybrid
resonance frequency detected by the High‐Frequency Receiver (Kurth et al., 2015). Van Allen Probes also pro-
vide particle measurements, such as pitch angle and energy distributions of protons and electrons, as detected
by the Energetic Particle, Composition, and Thermal Plasma Suite (ECT; Spence et al., 2013).

Low‐altitude observations are provided by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
POES and the European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT) MetOp
constellation (Evans &Greer, 2004). Each satellite orbits at an altitude between 800 and 850 kmwith an orbi-
tal period of ~100 min. The spacecraft are Sun‐synchronous and operate in different local time planes. The
Medium Energy Proton and Electron Detector measures electron and proton count rates with a telescope
oriented to zenith (0° telescope) and one perpendicular to it (90° telescope), allowing us to distinguish
between the precipitating and the trapped or quasi‐trapped populations. In this study, we use the proton
channels P1 (30–80 keV), P2 (80–250 keV), and P3 (250–800 keV) and the electron channels E2
(>130 keV) and E3 (>287 keV). The proton channel P6 (>6.9 MeV) is mainly contaminated by electrons
>700–800 keV and thus can be used as a virtual electron channel (E4) when no signal is detected by the pro-
ton channel at lower energy (P5, 2.5–6.9 MeV), which is not sensitive to electrons (Carson et al., 2012; Green,
2013; Rodger et al., 2010; Yando et al., 2011). The E4 channel is thus used as a relativistic electron detector,
given its effective energy at ~879 keV (Peck et al., 2015). It is worthwhile to note that the electron channels
can be contaminated by protons of energies ~210–2700 keV (Rodger et al., 2010; Yando et al., 2011), which
we remove using the method described in Peck et al. (2015). We use the 2‐s time resolution for POES data
and show fluxes converted from count rates using the geometric factors in Table 3–2 in Green (2013).
While unphysical, the proton trapped flux is sometimes lower than the precipitating value (Lyons &
Evans, 1984). This effect arises because proton channels (especially those for the 90° telescope) are affected
by radiation damage over time, and such detector degradation determines a higher energy threshold than
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the nominal one (e.g., Asikainen et al., 2012; Dubyagin et al., 2018; Galand & Evans, 2000; Sandanger
et al., 2015).

For this study, we consider precipitation events occurring during EMIC wave activity when RBSP and
POES/MetOp are roughly along the same magnetic field line (ΔMLT ≤ 0.5 and ΔL ≤ 0.5). In order to study
the spatial extent of the observed precipitation, once we identify a closemagnetic conjunction event, we search
for similar precipitation patterns occurring during the same EMIC wave event but detected by other POES or
MetOp nearby. To support EMICwave observations when RBSP is not in conjunction with POES satellites, we
use the available ground‐based magnetometer stations to search for potential EMIC wave activity.

Analyzing events that occur during magnetic conjunctions is essential to understand the relation between
the precipitation observed at low altitudes and the wave drivers in the magnetosphere or at the ground.
For the identified tightest magnetic conjunctions, we use quasi‐linear theory (Ni et al., 2015; Summers,
2005) to quantify the efficiency of the observed magnetospheric waves in pitch angle scattering, which is
then compared to the low altitude electron observations.

3. Observations

Despite magnetic conjunctions between RBSP and POES/MetOp occur frequently, interesting case studies
for EMIC‐driven precipitation are quite rare for the following two reasons: (1) conjunctions need to occur
during EMICwave activity and (2) EMICwaves must be strong enough to drive electron precipitation so that
POES/MetOp satellites detect a clear electron flux signal above the noise level. Out of all the numerous
conjunctions identified during EMIC wave activities observed from 2012 to 2017, we selected three cases
for in‐depth analysis since these showed at least one very tight magnetic conjunction between EMIC wave
observations (RBSP or ground‐based magnetometers) and interesting patterns of precipitation detected by
the POES/MetOp satellite constellation at various ranges of MLT sectors and L shells. These three cases
occurred over 20:05–20:21 UT on 10 September 2015 (Case study 1), over 20:14–20:54 UT on 28 February
2015 (Case study 2), and over 11:32–13:21 UT on 24 September 2013 (Case study 3). Electron precipitation
was observed near the duskside, mostly inside the plasmapause, where we expect more efficient pitch angle
scattering driven by EMIC waves. The case studies also occurred in absence of other strong magnetospheric
waves, which can be effective in causing energetic electron precipitation as well, thus allowing us to identify
the main driver of pitch angle scattering without ambiguity.

3.1. Case Study 1: 10 September 2015

Wave observations by RBSP‐A are shown in Figure 1, followed by the POES precipitation and the L‐MLT
polar plot of the precipitation events in Figure 2. This event occurred during the recovery phase of a
substorm with AL reaching almost −800 nT (Figure 1a). RBSP‐A observed EMIC wave activity from
19:35 UT up until 20:21 UT (marked by a red horizontal bar on the X axis in Figure 1), spanning MLT of
17.9–19.1 and L shells of 3.6–4.9, during an inbound orbit within the plasmasphere (density 100–300 cm−3;
Figure 1b). The EMIC waves were in the He‐band frequencies at high L and until ~20 UT and became domi-
nant in the H‐band at lower L shells (Figure 1g). Simultaneously with this EMICwave activity, hiss andmag-
netosonic waves were also observed by RBSP‐A (Figures 1c and 1d), with wave ellipticity and normal angle
shown in Figures 1e and 1f, respectively. The white dashed lines indicate the UT time of precipitation at low
orbit observed by POES, the magenta dashed‐dot line indicates the UT time of the tightest POES/RBSP‐A
conjunction (with NOAA‐15 at L = 4.1) and the solid magenta lines show the L range of ±0.5 around it.

Figures 2A and 2B show the proton and electron fluxes as measured respectively by NOAA‐15 and NOAA‐18
during the EMIC wave activity. The trapped (precipitating) flux measured by the 90° (0°) POES telescope is
shown with the double‐dot‐dashed line (solid line). Different colors indicate the different energy channels
for protons (P1 30–80 keV in black, P2 80–250 keV in blue, and P3 250–800 keV in red) and electrons
(E2 > 130 keV in black, E3 > 287 keV in green, and E4 > 612 keV in red). It is worthwhile to note that
>40 keV electron channel (E1) is not shown, since it is potentially subject to significant proton contamina-
tion. The tightest L‐MLT conjunction with RBSP‐A occurred for NOAA‐15 (Figure 2A), for which we calcu-
lated the ratios of precipitating (E0) to trapped (E90) electron flux (R = E0/E90) color coded by energy during
the precipitation interval highlighted by the gray shaded region. Figures 2A and 2B show the simultaneous
precipitation of protons and electrons at ~20:05:00 UT for NOAA‐15 and at ~20:20:30 UT for NOAA‐18,
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suggesting that the precipitation driven by magnetospheric waves occurred at least within a 15‐min window.
The proton precipitation was strongest in the P1 channel for both spacecraft but was also significant in P2
and P3 for NOAA‐15. The electron precipitation occurred mainly in the E4 channel at both satellites,
since the precipitating fluxes at >130 keV (E20, solid black line) and > 287 keV (E30, solid green line)
were approximately the same as the >612 keV precipitating electrons (E40, solid red line). On top of the

Figure 1. Observations from RBSP‐A on 10 September 2015. (a) AL index, (b) density, (c) electric and (d) magnetic field
spectral density fromEMFISIS, (e) ellipticity, (f) wave normal angle, and (g) magnetic field spectral density showing EMIC
waves. The frequency lines in the spectrograms are electron cyclotron frequency fce (white solid), 0.5 fce (white dashed
dot), 0.1 fce (white dashed), lower hybrid resonance frequency fLH (solid black), 0.5 fLH (black dashed dot), proton
cyclotron frequency fcH (yellow solid), helium cyclotron frequency fcHe (red dashed), and oxygen cyclotron frequency fcO
(black dotted). The vertical white dashed lines correspond to the beginning and end of the precipitation time interval
observed by POES; the magenta dash‐dot line indicates the UT time of precipitation with NOAA‐15 (tightest conjunction)
and the magenta solid lines show the ±0.5 L interval around the precipitation L shell. The red bar at the bottom
shows the UT time of EMIC wave activity detected along the RBSP‐A trajectory (a thick red line) in Figure 2C.
EMIC = electromagnetic ion cyclotron; RBSP = Radiation Belt Storm Probes; MLT = magnetic local time.
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gray shaded regions, we also marked the L shell extent of each precipitation event: 0.3 (~25 s) and 0.2 L
(~20 s) shells for NOAA‐15 and NOAA‐18, respectively.

Figure 2C summarizes the geometry of the event in a polar L‐MLT plot. We show the trajectories of NOAA‐
15 (green) andNOAA‐18 (purple) during the precipitation intervals (gray shaded areas in Figures 2A and 2B)
and RBSP‐A (red) over 19:15–20:35 UT. The thicker red line indicates EMIC wave observations made by
RBSP‐A. The diamonds on top of the RBSP‐A trajectory indicate the RBSP‐A location at the UT time of pre-
cipitation detected by NOAA‐15 (green) and NOAA‐18 (purple). For this event, the precipitation pattern is
very similar for both NOAA‐15 and NOAA‐18, allowing us to conclude that the precipitation occurred over
3.8–4.2 in L shell and ~1 hr in MLT (considering observations from RBSP‐A, NOAA‐15, and NOAA‐18). It is
very likely that the precipitation region extends further in MLT and L; however, no other POES/MetOp

Figure 2. An overview of particle precipitation observed on 10 September 2015 from NOAA‐15 (A) and NOAA‐18 (B). The X axis shows the MLT and L shell color
coded for RBSP‐A (red), NOAA‐15 (green), and NOAA‐18 (purple). (a) Proton flux in the P1 (30–80 keV) channel (black), P2 (80–250 keV, blue), and P3 (250–
800 keV, red). (b) Electron flux in the E2 channel (>130 keV, black), E3 (>287 keV, green), and E4 (>612 keV, red) as a function of UT, L shell, and MLT.
Double‐dot‐dashed lines are for trapped fluxes, and solid lines are for precipitating fluxes. The gray areas represent the UT interval of electron precipitation. In
column (A), R indicates the precipitating‐to‐trapped ratio calculated and color coded in each electron energy. (C) L‐MLT polar plot with noon to the left: NOAA‐15
and NOAA‐18 trajectories during the observed precipitation (gray areas in A and B) are depicted with the green and purple arrows, respectively; the time
stamps in the legend indicate the precipitation UT time for NOAA‐15 (green) and NOAA‐18 (purple); RBSP‐A trajectory between 19:15 and 20:35 UT is in red,
where thicker lines indicate EMIC wave observations with the starting and ending time marked with the red time stamps. The colored diamonds on top of RBSP‐A
trajectory indicate the RBSP‐A location at the UT time of precipitation observed by NOAA‐15 (green diamond) and NOAA‐18 (purple diamond). NOAA=National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration; RBSP = Radiation Belt Storm Probes; MLT = magnetic local time.
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spacecraft were available in that region during the EMIC wave observations. Therefore, this analysis can
only provide a lower limit of the extent of precipitation events.

3.2. Case Study 2: 28 February 2015

Figure 3 shows the wave data observed by RBSP‐A and three ground‐based stations, followed by the corre-
sponding POES/MetOp observations in Figure 4. Near the end of the expansion phase and early recovery
phase of a substorm, RBSP‐A observed EMIC waves over 20:28–21:20 UT (Figure 3Ag), during an outbound
orbit in the plasmasphere (average density ~100 cm−3, inferred from the upper hybrid frequency line). Over
20:28–20:42 UT (L= 4.3–4.6, MLT = 19.8–20.1), both He‐band and H‐band waves existed, whereas at higher
MLT and L shells the EMIC waves occurred mainly below fcHe, with the exception of the double‐band EMIC
waves at ~21:15 UT (MLT ~ 20.7, L ~ 5.6). This EMIC wave was triggered by ~10 s of keV ion injections from
the magnetotail (not shown) observed by the HOPE (Helium, Oxygen, Proton, Electron) spectrometer at
~20:20 UT. Simultaneously with the EMIC activity, magnetosonic waves and weak hiss were observed as
well, followed by time domain structures dominating at L shells above ~5. For this case, since precipitation
was observed over a wider L‐MLT range than that covered by RBSP‐A (see details later regarding Figure 4
description), we also show EMIC wave activity detected at the ground. More specifically, we show EMIC
spectra (total power) recorded by the OUL station in the Finnish array (14–20 UT, MLT~UT + 2, L = 4.6;
Figure 3B), CARISMA (Canadian Array for Realtime Investigations of Magnetic Activity) ISLL station
(15–24 UT, MLT~UT − 6, L = 5.15, Figure 3C), and Halley (15–24 UT, MLT~UT − 3, L = 4.7, Figure 3D).

Figure 3. Observations from RBSP‐A (A) and ground‐based magnetometers on 28 February 2015 (B–D). Panel (a)–(g) have the same format as Figures 1a–1g. The
vertical white dashed lines correspond to the beginning and end of precipitation UT time interval observed at POES; the magenta dash‐dot line indicates
the UT time of precipitation with MetOp‐01 (tightest conjunction) and the magenta solid line show the +0.5 L interval around the precipitation L shell (the other
extreme at −0.5 L shell is to the left, outside the UT time plotted). The red bar at the bottom shows the UT time of EMIC wave activity detected with a thick
red line along the RBSP‐A trajectory in Figure 4E. Panels (B)–(D) show the ground‐based observations of the EMIC wave spectra at SGO/OUL, CARISMA/ISLL,
and Halley. We show the total magnetic field power spectral density as a function of frequency and time. EMIC = electromagnetic ion cyclotron; RBSP = Radiation
Belt Storm Probes; MLT = magnetic local time; CARISMA = Canadian Array for Realtime Investigations of Magnetic Activity.
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Figure 4 illustrates the precipitation events with a similar format to Figure 2. For MetOp‐01 (operationally
MetOp‐B, Figure 4A), in closest conjunction with RBSP‐A, we only show the E4 channel, since E1, E2,
and E3 channels were potentially subject to severe proton contamination. Electron precipitation (high-
lighted by the gray shaded areas) was associated with proton precipitation. It is worth noting that clear
and isolated proton precipitation can be observed only for NOAA‐15 (Figure 4C) and NOAA‐19
(Figure 4D), while the proton precipitation patterns for the MetOp satellites (especially for MetOp‐02, oper-
ationally MetOp‐A, Figure 4B) seem to resemble signatures of current sheet scattering effects, with the pre-
cipitation of higher energy protons (i.e., P3) occurring at lower L shells than lower‐energy protons (i.e., P1),
as also found by Yahnin et al. (2016). However, the signatures of EMIC‐driven proton precipitation can still
be embedded into such flux patterns, as the strong electron precipitation suggests (Yahnin et al., 2017).
Current sheet scattering effects tend to be more evident near the night sector and correspond to the region
where the curvature radius of the magnetic field lines is comparable to the proton gyroradius (Gilson et al.,
2012). Therefore, it is reasonable that NOAA‐15 and NOAA‐19 (predusk sector) did not show these
effects significantly.

Figure 4. An overview of particle precipitation observed on 28 February 2015 fromMetOp‐01 (A), MetOp‐02 (B), NOAA‐15 (C), and NOAA‐19 (D) with the similar
format to Figure 2. (E) L‐MLT polar plot with noon to the bottom: MetOp‐01, MetOp‐02, NOAA‐15, and NOAA‐19 trajectories during observed precipitation (gray
areas in A–D) are in green, orange, magenta and purple, respectively; the time stamps in the legend indicate the precipitation UT time for MetOp‐01 (green),
MetOp‐02 (orange), NOAA‐15 (magenta), and NOAA‐19 (purple); RBSP‐A trajectory between 20:10 and 21:35 UT is in red, where thicker lines indicate EMICwave
observations with the starting and ending time marked with the red time stamps. The RBSP‐A location at the UT time of observed precipitation for MetOp‐01 and
MetOp‐02 is indicated with a green and an orange diamond, respectively. Gray arcs represent observations at ground‐based magnetometer stations at SGO/OUL,
CARISMA/ISLL and Halley mapped in the L‐MLT plane, where the time interval of the detected EMIC wave activity was marked. MetOp = Meteorological
Operational satellite programme; NOAA = National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration; EMIC = electromagnetic ion cyclotron; RBSP = Radiation Belt
Storm Probes; MLT = magnetic local time.
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The proton precipitation was strong across all P channels, whereas electrons seemed to have the strongest
precipitation in E4. For MetOp‐02, NOAA‐15, and NOAA‐19 there was significant E3 precipitation as well
(E20~E30 > E40), suggesting that scattering into the loss cone occurred for electrons at energies potentially
as low as ~300 keV. The L shell extent of electron precipitation was narrower (ΔL ~ 0.1–0.2) in the postdusk
sector but was more extended in the pre‐dusk sector (ΔL ~ 0.3–0.4). This suggests that the EMIC waves
observed in the postdusk sector by RBSP‐A may have a different spatial extent and spectral properties than
those observed in the predusk sector but still cause electron precipitation.

Figure 4E shows the summary of the precipitation events in an L‐MLT polar plot. We plot the trajectories of
the LEO satellites only during the time interval of the observed precipitation (20:14–20:54 UT). MetOp‐01
(green) and MetOp‐02 (orange) were in conjunction with RBSP‐A (red, shown over 20:10–21:35 UT), which
detected EMICwaves from 20:28 to 21:20 UT (thicker red line). Note that during theMetOp‐02 precipitation,
RBSP‐A did not observe EMIC wave activity; however, this effect is probably caused by spatial effects: the L
and MLT values between the two satellites differ significantly. In fact, once RBSP‐A approached the L shell
of MetOp‐02 (L ~ 4.4), it detected EMIC waves. NOAA‐15 and NOAA‐19 were far from being in conjunction
with RBSP‐A; however, their precipitation signature was still likely EMIC‐driven, given ground observations
of EMIC waves simultaneously at OUL, Halley, and ISLL (gray arcs). In summary, all four spacecraft show a
similar pattern of electron precipitation occurring in a rather large L‐MLT range (MLT ~ 16.5–20.9
and L ~ 3.7–5.1).

3.3. Case Study 3: 24 September 2013

Figure 5 shows wave observations from both RBSP, followed by the particle precipitation data in Figure 6.
The precipitation during the MetOp‐01/RBSP‐A conjunction at ~12:41 UT has been studied in depth in
Capannolo et al. (2018). Here we use other nearby POES satellites to study the L‐MLT extent of
such precipitation.

Figure 5A shows wave data from RBSP‐A: EMIC waves were observed over ~11:30–13:00 UT (red hori-
zontal band, panel g) inside the plasmasphere (Figure 5Ab), simultaneously with ~10 s of keV proton
injections (shown in Figure 1 in Capannolo et al., 2018), dominant in the He‐band, but extending par-
tially in the H‐band as well, especially at lower L shells. Simultaneously, hiss and magnetosonic waves
were also observed during the inbound orbit of RBSP‐A. Figure 5B shows the wave observation from
the RBSP‐B outbound orbit: weak He‐band waves were observed at around ~13 UT and with stronger
intensities after 13:20 UT in both H‐band and He‐band, highlighted by the light blue horizontal bars
(panel g). It is worthwhile to note that these EMIC waves were observed in the high‐density region inside
the plasmasphere (Figure 5Bb). Very weak hiss and magnetosonic waves were also detected from ~12:30
to ~13:50 UT. During these observations, both probes were in the plasmasphere with densities of
~100 cm3. Engebretson et al. (2018) extensively showed additional EMIC wave observations occurring
during this day, observed by ground‐based magnetometers (i.e., CARISMA, STEL, and Halley), confirming
that the wave activity persisted for hours and covered a large region in L shells and MLT (see Figure 5e in
Engebretson et al., 2018).

POES observations and the L‐MLT polar plot summary are shown in Figure 6, with the similar format to that
of Figures 2 and 4. The in‐depth analysis of the MetOp‐01 observations was performed in Capannolo et al.
(2018), where all electron energy channels (corrected from proton contamination following Peck et al.,
2015) were shown. However, after a more careful comparison between P2‐P3 and E1‐E2‐E3, the proton con-
tamination was found to be significant during conjunction: the E1‐E2‐E3 and P2‐P3 trends were very similar
and overall of the same order of magnitude. Therefore, the proton contamination removal performed
through Peck et al. (2015) may be subject to a considerable uncertainty, and the electron observations at
E1, E2, and E3 may not be reliable. Hence, the electron observations in the E1, E2, and E3 energy channels
are not shown in Figure 6. Isolated proton precipitation was clear for MetOp‐01 and NOAA‐15, while preci-
pitation persisted for a wider L shell range for MetOp‐02 and NOAA‐16. NOAA‐15 shows a very interesting
precipitation pattern with double precipitation signatures for protons occurring at 13:20:30 UT and then
again at 13:21 UT, extending for ~40 s. However, the trapped flux for E4 (E490) was at background level, simi-
lar to the precipitating flux (E40), narrowing the precipitation width to ΔL ~ 0.2. Such low flux level is rea-
sonable considering the fact that NOAA‐15 precipitation occurred 2 hr later than the first precipitation event
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(NOAA‐16): persistent REP likely has depleted the trapped electron population, as shown in the phase space
density (PSD) analysis in Capannolo et al. (2018).

Figure 6E summarizes the precipitation events in the L‐MLT polar plot, displaying the trajectories of the
POES satellites during the observed precipitation (gray shaded areas in Figures 6A–6D), as well as
RBSP‐A (red, inbound) and RBSP‐B (blue, outbound). All electron precipitation events occurred in the
high‐density region inside the plasmasphere, as can be inferred from the in situ density measurement of
RBSP‐A (Figure 5Ab) and RBSP‐B (Figure 5Bb). This case study shows a wide precipitation range in L shell.
The precipitation on the nightside (MetOp‐01, MetOp‐02, and NOAA‐16) covered ΔL ~ 0.4–0.5. Such obser-
vations suggest that favorable conditions for EMIC‐driven scattering occurred in localized regions, but with
a larger extent than what was observed in the above two events. Simultaneous proton and electron precipi-
tation indeed was observed from 11:32 UT (detected by NOAA‐16) to 13:21 UT (observed by NOAA‐15), at
multiple locations over 16.3–20.4 MLT and 3.7–4.7 L shell.

4. Quasi‐Linear Theory Comparison

We use quasi‐linear theory (Ni et al., 2015; Summers, 2005) to estimate the efficiency of the observed waves
in scattering electrons into the loss cone. The calculations are based on the wave spectra and plasma para-
meters measured by RBSP around the UT of conjunction with POES, and provide the pitch angle diffusion
coefficients due to resonant interactions. We use the latitudinally varying model of wave normal angles in Ni
et al. (2015) and assume a cold ion population of 70%H+, 20%He+, and 10% O+ (Lee & Angelopoulos, 2014;

Figure 5. Observations from RBSP‐A (A) and RBSP‐B (B) on 24 September 2013 with the same format as in Figure 1. The bars at the bottom show the UT time of
EMIC wave activity marked with thick lines along the RBSP trajectory in Figure 6 (red for RBSP‐A; light blue for RBSP‐B). EMIC = electromagnetic ion cyclotron;
RBSP = Radiation Belt Storm Probes; MLT = magnetic local time.
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Meredith et al., 2014). The resonance numbers include the Landau resonance and span from−5 to 5. For the
H‐band EMIC waves, the lower and upper frequency cutoffs used are 0.26 fcH and 0.99 fcH, respectively. The
same normalized values were used for the He‐band EMIC waves (0.26 fcHe and 0.99 fcHe). The diffusion
coefficients are shown in Figures 7a–7d for the 10 September 2015 event and in Figures 8a–8d for the 28
February 2015 event.

In order to quantify the electron precipitation driven by the observed waves, we calculate the total diffusion
coefficients (from EMIC, hiss, and magnetosonic waves). Due to pitch angle scattering, the electron flux
decays exponentially but preserves its pitch angle distribution as a function of pitch angle (Ni et al., 2013;
O'Brien et al., 2014). Hence, we use the quasi‐equilibrium state formulae by Theodoridis and Paolini
(1967) to calculate the normalized equatorial electron pitch angle distribution. Figures 7e and 8e show the
equatorial electron flux (normalized to that at 90° equatorial pitch angle) as a function of equatorial pitch
angle, color coded by energy, respectively for 10 September 2015 and 28 February 2015. The dashed vertical
lines indicate the equatorial bounce loss cone at the L value during conjunction (L ~ 4.1 for Case 1, L ~ 3.8 for

Figure 6. An overview of particle precipitation observed on 24 September 2013 from MetOp‐01 (A), MetOp‐02 (B), NOAA‐15 (C), and NOAA‐16 (D). (E) L‐MLT
polar plot with noon to the bottom: MetOp‐01, MetOp‐02, NOAA‐15, and NOAA‐16 trajectories during the observed precipitation (gray areas in A–D) are in
green, orange, magenta, and purple, respectively; the time stamps in the legend indicate the precipitation UT time for MetOp‐01 (green), MetOp‐02 (orange),
NOAA‐15 (magenta), and NOAA‐16 (purple); RBSP‐A trajectory between 11:15 UT and 13:10 UT is in red, RBSP‐B trajectory between 12:25 and 14:10 UT is in
light blue, where thicker lines indicate the EMICwave observations with the starting and ending timemarked with the red time stamps. The RBSP‐A location at the
UT time of observed precipitation for MetOp‐01, MetOp‐02, and NOAA‐16 is indicated with a green, an orange, and a purple diamond, respectively. The purple
diamond on top of RBSP‐B trajectory indicates the location at the UT time of the precipitation observed by NOAA‐15. MetOp =Meteorological Operational satellite
programme; NOAA = National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration; MLT = magnetic local time; RBSP = Radiation Belt Storm Probes.
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Case 2). We show with gray shaded regions the ranges of equatorial pitch angles measured by the 0° and 90°
telescopes, given their full field of view of 30°.

It is worthwhile to note that for the 24 September 2013 event (Case study 3), the quasi‐linear theory compar-
ison is already discussed in Capannolo et al. (2018), and thus, we only briefly describe the major findings as
follows. The comparison of quasi‐linear pitch angle diffusion coefficients of He‐band and H‐band EMIC
waves, plasmaspheric hiss, and magnetosonic waves shows that EMIC waves (particularly the He‐band)
led to the most effective pitch angle scattering of high‐energy electrons (greater than a few MeV). The trend
of the estimated electron precipitation at various energies is overall in agreement with the strong precipita-
tion at relativistic energy ranges observed by MetOp‐01.

4.1. Case Study 1: 10 September 2015

Figures 7a–7d show the pitch angle diffusion coefficients from the wave spectra measured by RBSP‐A aver-
aged over a 5‐min interval centered at 20:07 UT. In this time interval, density is ~180 cm−3, and the ratio of
plasma to electron cyclotron frequency (fpe/fce) is 11.1. The He‐band EMIC waves (Bw ~ 0.4 nT) are weaker
than the H‐band EMIC waves (Bw ~ 1.3 nT); however, the diffusion coefficients are comparable and lead to
scattering of electrons into the loss cone on timescales of ~10 min. Only electrons with low‐intermediate
pitch angles and relativistic energies are scattered by EMIC waves through cyclotron resonance, consistently
with previous studies (Usanova et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2016). The calculatedminimum resonant energy for
the EMIC waves can extend down to hundreds of keV; however, the timescales at such energy values are
very long (approximately a day). The diffusion coefficients for plasmaspheric hiss (Figure 7c, Bw ~ 49 pT)
are dominant up to ~1 MeV, but the associated shortest pitch angle scattering timescale is ~1.4 hr.
Magnetosonic waves (Figure 7d, Bw ~ 41 pT) have very weak diffusion coefficients at high pitch angles
(>60°) and thus do not contribute to the precipitation of electrons.

Figure 7. Quasi‐linear estimates of electron pitch angle scattering driven by various magnetospheric waves for the event of 10 September 2015, during RBSP‐A/
NOAA‐15 conjunction. (a) Drift and bounce averaged pitch angle diffusion coefficients in per second as a function of pitch angle and energy for He‐band
EMIC waves, (b) H‐band EMIC waves, (c) plasmaspheric hiss, and (d) magnetosonic waves. Bw is the root‐mean‐square wave amplitude, and fm is the central
frequency of the EMIC wave spectra. (e) Normalized electron flux as a function of equatorial pitch angle, color coded by energy in MeV: The dashed vertical line
indicates the equatorial bounce loss cone angle at L = 4.1 (at closest conjunction), and gray areas indicate the pitch angle ranges for the 0° (left) and 90° telescope
(right) obtained considering a 15° half‐angle field of view, during conjunction in Figure 1A. EMIC = electromagnetic ion cyclotron.
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Figure 7e shows the normalized pitch angle distribution within 10° of equatorial pitch angle. The loss cone
(gray area to the left of the vertical dashed line) tends to become more filled with increasing energy: hun-
dreds of keV electrons show a much lower normalized flux than that of >1‐MeV electrons. As expected,
EMIC waves are more efficient in scattering higher‐energy electrons into the loss cone than lower energy
ones. In addition, the normalized flux at 5.2 MeV is lower than that at 3.4 and 4.2 MeV, which agrees with
the He‐band EMIC wave diffusion coefficient profile, peaking at ~4 MeV. This result overall agrees with the
high precipitating‐to‐trapped ratio measured by both NOAA‐15 and NOAA‐18 satellites during the precipi-
tation shown in Figures 2A and 2B: the ratios in E2 and E3 channels are on average 0.05, whereas the one in
E4 is ~0.4. Note that a one‐to‐one comparison between the theoretical and observed ratio is difficult because
the NOAA electron channels are integrated over a large range of energies. Nevertheless, the trend of strong
precipitation at relativistic energies but not at low energies is consistent with the NOAA observations.

4.2. Case Study 2: 28 February 2015

The pitch angle diffusion coefficients in Figures 8a–8d are calculated using quasi‐linear theory based on the
RBSP‐A wave observations averaged over 20:32–20:36 UT, in conjunction with MetOp‐01 observations of
electron precipitation. Note that for the proximity in L and MLT between these waves and MetOp‐02 loca-
tion, the quasi‐linear results can be compared to MetOp‐02 precipitation observations as well. The total elec-
tron density in this event is ~90 cm−3 and fpe/fce ratio is 9.3. He‐band EMIC waves dominate the pitch angle
scattering, given their high amplitude of 1.5 nT. They precipitate >5MeV electrons at low‐intermediate pitch
angles on timescales of ~5 min. H‐band EMICwaves were weaker (Bw ~ 0.6 nT) and did not contribute much
to the pitch angle scattering, similarly to plasmaspheric hiss (Bw ~ 18 pT) and magnetosonic waves
(Bw ~ 18 pT). As for the 10 September 2015 event (Case 1), the minimum resonant energy for EMIC waves
can extend down to hundreds of keV, but the timescales at these energies are too long to lead to efficient elec-
tron precipitation. By comparing the diffusion coefficients of EMIC waves between Case 1 and Case 2, a
stronger EMIC wave activity (H‐band for Case 1, He‐band for Case 2) causes faster pitch angle scattering
than a weaker EMIC wave. In addition, in agreement with theory, EMIC waves with center frequencies clo-
ser to the ion gyrofrequency lead to lower minimum resonant energy.

Figure 8. Quasi‐linear results for 28 February 2015, during RBSP‐A/MetOp‐01 conjunction (similar format to Figure 7). The dashed vertical line indicates the equa-
torial bounce loss cone angle at L = 3.8. EMIC = electromagnetic ion cyclotron.
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Figure 8e shows the normalized flux as a function of equatorial pitch angle, derived from the diffusion coef-
ficients on the left. As for the previous case, the loss cone fills up more as energy increases, showing that
EMIC waves are more efficient in scattering higher‐energy electrons. As a result of the intense observed
He‐band EMIC waves, the loss cone is more filled than that in Case 1 and the theoretical precipitating‐to‐
trapped ratio is larger. POES E3 observations in Figures 4B–4D suggest that electron precipitation extended
to energies as low as ~300 keV, which cannot be explained by the quasi‐linear theory. However, the
precipitation‐to‐trapped ratio in the E4 channel is stronger than that in the E3 channel, in agreement with
an increasing precipitating‐to‐trapped ratio estimated from theory.

5. Summary and Discussion

In this paper, we show three case studies of precipitation events observed by multiple low‐orbit satellites
simultaneously with EMIC wave activity observed in the equatorial magnetosphere and/or at the ground
by magnetometers (15 September 2015, 28 February 2015, and 24 September 2013). Coordinated multisatel-
lite measurements allow us to explore the minimum L shell extent of the proton and electron precipitation at
various energies, as well as their durations. We also performed quasi‐linear simulations to compare the scat-
tering efficiency of the EMIC, hiss and magnetosonic waves to the observed electron precipitation.

All the cases occurred during substorms, within the plasmasphere (at least during the periods when RBSP
density measurements were available) and near the dusk sector, in agreement with previous studies
(Shekhar et al., 2018; Yahnin et al., 2017), given the favorable region of EMIC wave excitation due to ring
current proton injections (Jordanova et al., 2008). The precipitation trends at low orbit all show strong pre-
cipitation of both ring current protons and relativistic electrons (E4 channel onboard POES/MetOp), with
precipitation patterns very similar across all the available LEO satellites located near the conjugate locations
of the EMIC wave activity observed by RBSP.

In the 10 September 2015 case study, simultaneous precipitation of protons and relativistic electrons was
observed by two LEO satellites in conjunction with EMICwavesmeasured by RBSP‐A.Within a 15‐minwin-
dow, both NOAA‐15 and NOAA‐18 observed a very similar electron and proton precipitation patterns at ~18
MLT with an L shell extent of ~0.3 for NOAA‐15 and ~0.2 for NOAA‐18.

Similar patterns of electron precipitation were also observed by four LEO spacecraft (MetOp‐01, MetOp‐02,
NOAA‐15, and NOAA‐19) over 20:14–20:55 UT on 28 February 2015. Electron precipitation was clearly
observed in the E4 channel (>612 keV) and also extended into the E3 channel (>287 keV), simultaneously
with proton precipitation. For this case study, satellites that observed precipitation were located in a ~4 .4 hr
MLT and ~1.4 L shell range in the dusk sector. In support of such large precipitation extent, EMIC wave
activity was detected during the outbound RBSP‐A orbit and also at multiple stations at the ground, covering
the L‐MLT ranges that consistently map to the POES locations. The precipitation width observed at each
satellite, instead, seems to be more localized in L shell for the postdusk events (ΔL ~ 0.1–0.2) and slightly
more extended for those in the predusk sector (ΔL ~ 0.3–0.4). An explanation for this is likely found in
the different locations of the precipitation events: the postdusk events differ from the pre‐dusk ones by
~4 hr in MLT, and it is very likely that the EMIC wave spectra and local plasma conditions driving precipita-
tion were different at these two locations.

The 24 September 2013 case study also consists of four LEO satellites (MetOp‐01, MetOp‐02, NOAA‐15, and
NOAA‐16) detecting electron precipitation at different locations within ~2 hr UT (11:32–13:21 UT), ~1 L
shell (3.7–4.7) and ~4.1 hr in MLT (16.3–20.4). EMIC waves were observed by both RBSP‐A and RBSP‐B
at locations that map consistently with the precipitation location observed by POES but likely drive two dif-
ferent proton and electron precipitations over the predusk and postdusk sectors. Moreover, the precipitation
extent at each spacecraft near the postdusk sector is the largest among the three case studies (ΔL ~ 0.4–0.5),
whereas the observed precipitation near the pre‐dusk sector spanned only ΔL ~ 0.2 due to electron
population depletion.

Overall, an interesting feature observed in all of the above three case studies is that each single precipitation
event detected by one LEO spacecraft is rather latitudinally localized (average ΔL ~ 0.3), suggesting that
EMIC waves may efficiently pitch angle scatter electrons only in a localized region, likely where resonance
conditions are more favorable. Such a localized feature of REP events was observed in the statistical study by
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Shekhar et al. (2017) andmentioned in Engebretson et al. (2018) as well and agrees with EMICwaves mainly
occurring in localized L shells (Blum et al., 2016; Blum et al., 2017). The limited EMIC‐driven scattering can
also be seen in the time evolution of PSD profiles (e.g., Capannolo et al., 2018; Shprits et al., 2017; Su et al.,
2016), where radiation belt dropouts (PSD minima) associated with EMIC waves occur only at localized
L* ranges.

However, due to either temporal evolution of the waves or the different characteristics of the EMIC wave
properties in the magnetosphere, signatures of strong precipitation can also occur at various L shells and
MLTs. Using a satellite constellation such as POES/MetOp was very useful to investigate these spatial and
temporal phenomena. In this study, we were able to explore the spatial extent of precipitation driven by
EMIC waves and found that precipitation can occur in different locations within a rather broad L‐MLT
region (up to ~1.4 L shells and ~4.4 hr MLT), consistent with the statistical results by Shekhar et al.
(2017). For our cases, the EMIC waves observed at widely different L and MLT locations (Case studies 2
and 3) might not be necessarily correlated but can clearly still drive efficient proton and electron precipita-
tion in the nearby regions, as detected by POES/MetOp. It is important to note that the precipitation extent
in L shell and MLT, as well as its duration reported in this paper, are only a lower limit, due to the limited
availability of the POES satellites in the region of interest. In reality, such precipitation could potentially
extend beyond the identified region in this paper.

As for the energy of electrons precipitating in the upper atmosphere, the 10 September 2015 case corre-
sponds to the traditional precipitation of relativistic electrons driven by EMIC waves occurring only in
the relativistic electron channel (Ni et al., 2015). These observations are consistent with the results of
quasi‐linear theory shown in this study. Since the EMIC waves in the intervals of study are the most intense
waves, they dominate the pitch angle scattering and lead to a normalized pitch angle distribution with a
loss cone that fills up as the electron energy increases, confirming that EMIC waves are most efficient in
scattering >~1‐MeV electrons into the upper atmosphere. The 24 September 2013 case also showed clear
electron precipitation at relativistic energy, which is consistent with the quasi‐linear estimate (shown in
Capannolo et al., 2018), granting it is not entirely clear whether such electron precipitation extended to
even lower energies due to the possible proton contamination in the low‐energy electron channels even
after removing the contamination following Peck et al. (2015). Interestingly, the 28 February 2015 case also
showed unexpected precipitation at lower energy (E3, >287 keV). Such a feature is significantly underesti-
mated by the quasi‐linear theory, suggesting that the assumptions used in the diffusion approach might not
be suitable to explain the interaction between EMIC waves and lower‐energy electrons. On the other hand,
the theoretical work by Chen et al. (2016) demonstrated that EMIC waves can potentially scatter electrons
down to hundreds of keV via nonresonant interactions, which may explain the significant percentage
of precipitation events with the energy peak at ~300 keV observed in the statistical study by Hendry
et al. (2017).

In summary, our findings provide clear evidence that, although precipitation events driven by EMIC waves
span a narrow L shell extent (on average ΔL ~ 0.3), they are triggered in various locations, likely within a
rather wide region of L shells and MLT sectors and still maintaining an overall similar pattern of precipita-
tion. Such results could further explain why electron precipitation is localized, but still potentially lead to
electron dropouts in the outer radiation belt.

Coordinated multisatellite measurements in the equatorial magnetosphere, at low orbit and at ground allow
us to identify the drivers of particle precipitation and determine the spatial extent (in L shell) where particle
precipitation occurs. The cases shown in the present study are just a few fortuitous conjunction events
between the Van Allen Probes and the POES/MetOp constellation. However, there are several other magne-
tospheric spacecraft (e.g., MMS, THEMIS, Arase, and Cluster), LEO satellites, as well as existing (FIREBIRD,
AC6, ELFIN, etc.) and future CubeSats that can be used to provide a more comprehensive understanding of
particle precipitation. For example, the minimum energy of precipitating electrons driven by EMIC waves is
still under debate and the improved resolution in energy and pitch angle from new CubeSats will potentially
provide insightful observational evidence. It would also be interesting to understand if the recently identified
latitudinal dependence of fine‐structured EMIC waves (Matsuda et al., 2018) drives different patterns of par-
ticle precipitation. These interesting investigations are beyond the scope of the present study, and thus left as
future work.
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